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Head of Great American Manufacturing Concern Says

They Have Come to Stay and That the Transportation
Companies Must Meet Them as Best They Can;

Cheap Cars in America Make This Possible. '

fcfcr 1 i'HE tremendous political in-- I
flusnees exerted by the electric

Vtreet railway Interests may
ueeeed for a short period of time in

retarding the sudden and great devel-
opment of the automobile transporta-
tion properly known as the "jitney
bun,- - but it will never be able to sup-
press the new and popular means of
locomotion," said John N, Willys, pres
ident or me wuirs-uverian- d company,
Yesterday, discussing at his home at
Pasadena the Jitney situation.

"The public in this country Is Just
awakening to and ad
vantages of motor transportation, con-
tinued Mr. Willys, as he scanned a re-
port from the Overland factory at To-
ledo advising: him of a record breaking
production of the day previous.

Fouclit In London.
"Tn London, the fight between the

motor bus and electric street car has
been fougrht out, with the bus victor.ana conditions nere are in a way much
more favoraDle for the Jitney bus than
for the London motor bus over there.
Tn historical old Oxford the street car
lines have been abandoned In favor of
buses.

"In London, the electric lines, known
over there as 'trams,' are owned and
operated by the London County Council.
Now this body is extremely Jealous of
its abilities and has branched out in
numerous paternalistic schemes. As
soon as the motor bus became a factor
in transportation nine or ten years ago,
the Council began exerting every effort
within its great power to suppress
motor buBes in the interest of the
sreat Investments in which that body
had involved the taxpayers in the con-
struction of electric street railways.

Favor the Motor.
"The public, however, rallied to the

defence of the newer and more popular
means of transportation .and today,
rothwithstandlng the fact that the
"ouncil's pet street railways are fac-

ing certain bankruptcy as a result of
motor competition, the people stand by
the motor buses and refuse to see them
unjustly dealt with."

Mr. Willys believes that the world Is
Just upon the eve of most startling de-
velopments along this line.

"Why, in England," continued the
head of the automobile concern which
stands second in the world's produc-
tion of motor cars, "the Jitney busi-
ness is no longer confined to the cities.
There have been dozens of services es-
tablished between smaller towns. Out
of London lines run in all directions
carrying passengers Into the country
to points which have never before been
available to the rank and file.

"It is true that a great protest has
jrone up from the element which here-
tofore has practically monopolized
these rural districts to the exclusion
of the common herd; but the authori-
ties have been true to the motto, "Thegreatest good for the .greatest num-
ber ' And at the beginning of the war
a tremendous movement was on handto nationalize motor bus transporta-
tion, and compete more and more withsteam railways, which In their subur-
ban passenger traffic are being al
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to Its Application.

Road work for misdemeanant prison-
ers is the subject of an investigation
which is being conducted under thejoint direction of the national commit-
tee on prisons and prison labor and
the graduate highway department of
Columbia university. James Leland
Stamford, who is in charge of the

has had considerable ex-
perience in the road camps of Georgia,
where the majority of able-bodi-

male prisoners are worked on
roads.

The study will consider in detail
such matter as the most economic size

supervising and maintenance, the
approximate value of a day's work.
will also show the possibility of In-
creasing efficiency by means of the
vavment of 'wasres. recreation after
work hours, the shortening of sen-- N

tence tor good Conditions in
the different sections of the country
are to be dealt with, especially as to
the of weather conditions and
the of stock.

Idleness prevails in many county ln- -

ready hard hit by this bus compet-
ition'

Here Mr. Willys discussed the condi-
tions which he believes are bound to
bring about a complete revolution in
traffic in American cities.

"In London," said he, "it has been
demonstrated that the motor bus can,
without attaining dangerous speeds, so
completely outstrip the electric street
ear in. the transportation of passengers
as to make the latter unattractive to
the (public. The street car gets tiedup every time a driver of any othersort of a vehicle gets on the track.
These delays make their schedule ex-
tremely slow and uncertain.

"On the other hand, the bus despite
the fact "that the vehicle itself weighs
from 7000 to 8000 pounds, accelerates
quickly, runs around obstacles, de-
livers picks up its passengers next
to the curb.

"But the foreigners have never en-
joyed the advantages which America
has at its door in form of possibilities
of light car, or jitney bus transporta-
tion, for the reason that prices at
which aufbmobiles sell over there, and
the cost of upkeep, put the light car
out of competition.

Operation Is Cowtly.
"About the Cheapest light car "fitted

for Jitney work abroad would cost theoperator $1750. Gasoline costs fully
double In London what it does In Los
Angeles in a wholesale way, because
in addition to tho cost of transporta-
tion from the distant countries in
which it is produced' there is a tax of
six cents per gallon upon gasoline used
in pleasure carsxan,d three cents per
gallon for that used in taxicabs, omni-
buses and for commercial purposes.

"Buf the important point which
promises cheap satisfactory trans-
portation, to the American public is
the wonderful strides which have been
made in this country in the construc-
tion of good serviceable automobiles at
only about half the price at which
they can be produced abroad. Thismeans more to the jitney business
than might at first be supposed, when
one thinks only of first cost or theoriginal investment carried as a
fixed charge.

"Such concerns as the Overland,
which places before the public a high
grade car at a minimum price,
furnish the user replacements at a
correspondingly low cost.

Pnrt Arc CScaner.
"But this is still not all. To replace

a worn or broken part upon a car
made by the methods which are em-
ployed in a factory such as ours is a
comparatively inexDensive oneration.
because such parts must necessarily be
interchangeable in order to permit
these cars to be" manufactured at such

prices."
Mr. Willys is of the opinion thatmanufacturers of moderate priced cars

may soon be turning their attention to
tne proauction or a special type or auto-
mobile which will serve better than
the standard tourine car as used todav
for purposes. At present thejitney service makes a splendid outletfor second hand cars, promises to
solve a most complicated problem for
the automobile industry.
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or to the county. In Kalamazoo coun
ty, Mich., and other counties, where
road "work has been tried, even underexperimental conditions, it has been
found eminently successful. In fact,
the knowledge that a jail sentence will
mean hard work on the roads has a
tendency to decrease the number of
committments, vagrants keeping away
from counties where they will be sub-
jected to work of this character.

Already much valuable material has
been gathered, and by time the
study is completed information will be
at the disposal of all counties under-
taking convict road work, which will
enable them to condi'- -i It in a scientific
manner. The national committee on
prisons and priso-- i labor hopes in this
way to lessen tne evils or the county

of a road gang, the for guarding, i Jail and to beneilt both the prisoners
and

and
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cost
and the counties hrougti the impetus
which will be given to the building of
good roads.

CYLINDERS COOL QUICKLY.
Thermo-sypho- n cooled engines get

cold very quickly when at rest, and
the colder the cylinders and piston get
the harder It will be to get an ignition
mixture when you try to start the
aotor.

Motor Cars
That's Enough.

Four Cyl. 5 Pas. - $ 985.00
Four Cyl. 3 Pas. - 985.00
Six Cyl. 5 Pas. - 1385.00
Six Cyl. 7 Pas. - 1450.60

These Are Detroit Prices.

Elliott-Garr- ett Co.
SOUTHWESTERN DISTRIBTORS

PW 953 422 San Antonio St.
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Here Are Some Experiences
by Motorists Which May

Aid the Auto Owner.
What are the most important les-

sons you have learned in the lastyear's motoring; Motor recently asked
this question in a prize contest among
Its leaders, and here was the winning
answer, subro.tted by au eastern

"The old saying, 'Procrastination is
me tniei oi Time, snouia ie revised
by automobile ov.in.is to read,

Is the beginning and chief
source of trouble,' I have found that
'do' it now' and repeat at regular in-

tervals applies especially well to au-
tomobile maintenance. My plan is to
go over the car once a week, wipe off
engine, transmission, brake and gear-shifti-

mechanism and thoroughly
clean inside of soil pair I then oil
fan, valve stems, brake and gear-shifti-

mechanism, turn down all grease
cup except clutch thrust bearing,
speedometer drive and steering gear.
These latter are given one turn every
other day or once every one hundred
and fifty miles.

"The next step is to try oil level in
crank case, fill oil reservoir, radiator
and gasoline tank and test air pres-
sure In" the tires.

"In cleaning and oiling any loose
bolts or nuts will show up and should
receive attention. "

"Once a month the transmission and
differential are inspected and grease
added if necessary.

J3raln Crank Case.
"Every thousand miles the spent oil

is drawn from the crank case, replaced
by an equal amount of kerosene, the
engine run at high speed until the ex-
haust smokes. The kerosene is replaced
by new cylinder oil, to which ha3 been
added a little high grade motor graph-
ite.

"When touring I have found thai a
uniform speed Of from 25 to 30 miles
per hour will cover more ground in a
given time with less fuss and worry
than any other combination.

"There are three Tery important
rules for the guidance of all motorists,
and they are especially important for
new drivers.

"The first is Be Careful. The sec-
ond is Bb Cautious, and the third is

Be Considerate. Every year the mo-- i
tor traffic grow3 heavier and the dan-
gers increase in proportion. It is a.
temptation to take sharp, curves at
speed, well down on the banking on
the wrong side. Don't do it, even ifyou are on your own side of the road.
There may be another fool coming the
other way, and a headon collision at
30 miles an hour means two wrecked
cars and a possible job for the coroner.

"Don't try to pass other machines
or teams until you are sure you have
room enough and a clear road. You
are an outlaw when on the laft of the
center of the road, and are traveling
at "your own risk.' Many motorists do
not appreciate tnat the man on the
right of the center line has the right of
way, always.

"Put yourself in the other fellow's
place, and use some consideration for
the other traffic on the road. If the
other fellow is in trouble it doesn't
take more than an instant to offer as
sistance and there may be a time
when you are in the ditch yourself."

Another's Experiences.
Here fc another instteresting an-

swer: '
"It is the little things that go to

make the car run smoothly and .keep
it ready for service 'at all times.

, ".Regarding maintenance, I fir.-- ! it
(pays to make a regular inspection for
loose ' bolts, leaky gasoline tank and
radiator.nd not to depend upon tne
garage, or any one else, to keep the
full kit of, tools in the tool box. It is
well to hare an extra "equipment in
the garage at homeso that the regular
equipment will not be used excepting
on the road.

"I have also found it pays to repair
small cuts In tire casings and watch
closely for imbedded tacks, especially
when replacing after puncture. Small
holts in casings are often more disas-
trous to inner tubes than to casings.

"My car rides much better if the
springs arc properly lubricated between
the leaves. There is a special tool on
the market, that can be had for a
couple of dollars that makes the lubri-
cating of the springs a relatively easy
matter.

"There are three things, which de-
termine, to a great extent, satisfac-
tory operation of the engine:

""First Proper setting of the car-
bureter.

"Second Proper ignition.
"Third Keeping the carbon cleaned

out.
Cause of Pounding.

"Several times I have been on the,
point of having engine overhauled
when I have discovered that one of
these three, or a combination, was the
cause of all the trouble. Nothing will
cause an engine to hammer and over
heat so quickly as a poor setting of
the carbureter.

"I keep my car generally clean and
in working order all the time, and
strive not to get in the habit of letting
it go for a general overhauling. With
proper attention a car can be" kept
ready for operation at any time.

"I find a couple of clean sponges, a
chamos skin and plenty of clean water
are best for washing car.

"My car has a mohair top, which I
find requires considerable attention to
keep clean and of good appearance.
A vacuum cleaner is very handy to
clean off the dust from both inside
and outside of top.

"It is also important to see that there
is no grease On the outside of the car,
where it may soil tho clothes of the
passengers."

WOULD STOP "JITNEY"
BUS IN NEW YORK

In a repo't by George Keegan and
F. T. Wood, assistant to Theodore P.
Shonts, president of the Interboro and
New York Railway company, operating
surface, subway and elevated lines in
the metropolis, motor buses were con-
demned. This report was made after
study of European conditions, and is
an. effort en the part of traction inter-
ests to prevent the city granting ad-
ditional franchises. It is alleged in
this report that motor buses cause
more accidents than street cars, and.
increase sfreet traffic congestion. It
is also frankly stated that motor-bu- s
competition would cut into the profits
of the traction companies.

CARS INCREASE IN
CANADA, IS REPORT

A remarkable growth of automobile
owners in the Dominion is apparent by
the fact that in the past two years the
n.ir.bcr of cars owned in Canada has
ii creased almost 100 percent, the actualfigures being. 32,276 in 1912; 41,320 in
1913, and ,61,399 in 1911. The Province
of Ontario is easily first in the owner-
ship of aiitomoblles. her total being
2j,25S. The Province of Quebec main-
tained the ratio of increase with 3579
automobiles and 65 trucks in 1912, ascompared with 7025 automobiles and 299
trucks in 1914. .

WII.1 IDENTIFY YOUR CAR.
A large letter or figure embossed on

both side of the hood, makes a very
conspicuous identification mark that is
difficult to conceal. It may be made
with a prick -- punch from the inner side,
following exact lines, with the metallying flat upon a block of wood. Witha little care a very pretty effect can
be obtained.
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All the Routes Pulling For
Autos, but Borderland

Has Edge on All.
American Automobile association

clubs throughout the country are mak-
ing extensive preparations for what
promises to be the liveliest touring
season sinco the introduction of the
self propelled vehicle. At the two na-
tional clearing houses, in New York
city and Washington, D. C, .the volume
of Inquiries has been astounding, ac-
cording to chairman F. X. Mtidd, of the
A. A. A. touring board, who predicts in
1915 a wonderful roads intermingling
of the people of the several states.

Both the northwest and the south-
west Intend to have their share of the
substantial interstate travel which will
be accelerated by the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition and, while the Lincoln high-
way will be a busy thoroughfare, when
it gets open from the snows, it will not
have a motor car monopoly.

The 'Automobile club of Seattle has
started a campaign for the northwest
trail, and Is coupling it with a combi-
nation of the Lincoln highway which
will take the cross country traveler
from Cheyenne diagonally across Wy-
oming, touching and possibly entering
Yellowstone park if road construction
now in progress is completed and con-
tinuing across Montana, with a, side
trip to Glacier National park made pos-
sible by the road constructed by the
Flathead Motor club of Kalispell: then
through Washington by way of the
Snoqualmle pass into Seattle. This is
another road that is snowbound In win-
ter.

Journeying southward over the Pa-
cific highway there will be opportunity
to drive In Rainier National-park- , and
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"PlainTread" Firestone

Fie. 1. 4 plies of fabric in Fire
stone 3 plies in the ordinary.

cushion in rirestone
not in the ordinary.

Fig. 4. inch breaker strip
ot high-gra- fabric and high--

grade rubber in rire
stone

same quantity
in others.

Fig.
K inch

tread.
tousft.

in Oregon to visit Crater Lake National
park, besides taking a look at the
famous Columbia river highway, which
begins at Portland. The Yosemtte val-
ley park is now available to motor cars
and it is within easy distance of San
Francisco, where the California State
Automobile association headquarters
within the grounds will be prepared to
help all touring motorists.

The Automobile Club of Southern
California, with headquarters in Los
Angeles, has given Its particular atten-
tion to the National Old Trails route,
which it has sign posted all the way to
Kansas City, Mo., and finds impassable
in winter. Its only appeal is a 'side
trip to the Grand canyon.

Colorado doesn't intend to be over-
looked, and the large number of road
travelers which the state entertained
last year has accelerated Its mountain
road building urtil much can be offered
to motorists.

Meantime all routes through El Paso
appeal to-- travelers because they are
open 12 months in the year.

Secretary of the interior Lane in a
recent interview said: "The first step
in conservation taken by people
was to save scenery not water, or
coal, or forests; but scenery! That's
what we did when we led the world by
setting aside our great national parks

Yellowstone, Glacier, Mount Rainier,
Yosemlte and the others. These we
hope to make more surely pleasure
places for the people by securing
roads that will stand autbmobile traf-
fic. Here the tourist can find scenery
that cannot be approached anywhere in

FLOWERS WILL MARK
LINCOLN HIGHWAY

When the stream of eastern motorists
begins to pour Into California next
spring over the Lincoln highway, they
will pass for mile after mile between
rows of the famous California poppies,
while the Foothill boulevard, leading
into Oakland, will be further beautified
with a fringe of blue pines, which will
set off the brilliant yellow of the pop-
pies. The seed will be planted along
tho highway by the school children of
Alameda county.

Fig. 2. Extra coating of finest
Firestone

not in the ordinary.

Fig. 3. Inch finest rubber
layer

5.

resilient, t Fkcsloxi
8 inch in the ordinary.

Fig. 6. inch side wall of strongest
rubber in Pfeetfoae

same can&7 in others.
Fig 7. Be&d of estra cohesive strength in

the Firestone same size bead in others.

Yet you pay only $9.40 for this
30x3 Firestone lesa than 5 more
than four widely advertised makes.
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are two' eramples: a small size, 30x3 plain
HERE and a large size, 37x5 Non-Ski- d. Each

shown actual size. The same relative values
apply in all size3. Note'the detailed specifications of
sections as .outlined above. Then ask any neutral
repair man which manufacturer gives the most in
quality. He cuts into all makes of tires. He knows.

You want that extra layer of fabric in the Firestones
4 plies instead of 3 in the small 7 plies instead of 6

in the large size.
You want that cushion stock in. the Firestone.

There is none of it in the so-call- "popular" priced
tires. Yet it is impossible to build a full service tire
without a cushion layer under the breaker strip. You
must have it to prevent bruising and overstraining
the fabric .

Firestone T;es have never been built down to a
price. You will find everything in a Firestone that
ought to be there.

Firestone Tires are vulcanized by the "two-cure- "

process. TThis is more expensive than the "one-cure- ,"

but it allows rigid inspection in the making and elimi-

nates fabric buckles and other defects.
And you want the Firestone bead on that big tire

for your safety as well as economy. Designed, built
and cured into the tire specially for a clincher rim.
Other clincher beads are merely patched onto straight

side types.

Europe."
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TIRES and TUBES
Firestone Net Price List to Car Owners

Cascg Case&S Grey Tube Red Tube

30x3 9.40 10.55 2.20
30x3& 11.90 13.35 2.60 2.90

3sx3j 13.75 15.40 2.70 3.05

34x4 19.90 2230 3.90 4.40"
1 34x4& 27.30 30.55 4.80 5.40

36x4& 23.70 32.15 5.00 5.65

37x5 35.55 39.80 5.95 j 6.70
1 38x5 46.00 51.50 6.75 7.55
BHMMk "",C;-- """"" VWM
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EL PASO

NE TO F.I
ML GET HER SHU

Arizona's "Good Roads Man" Says Borderland Route
Will Be Popular-Wit- h Auto Tourists Going and

Coming From Califor nia; California Is Pre-

paring For the Coming of Motorists.

wonderful strides made by the
THE during the past few

years cannot le better Illustrated
than by the announcement that 50,000
cars are expected to make the trans-
continental trip this year to the Panama-Pacif- ic

International exposition at San
Francisco.

Harry Locke,1 pathfinder, and map-mak- er

for the Arizona Good Roads as-
sociation, was in El Paso Friday. He
has been mapping the "Borderland
route" to the coast and, in an interview
with The Herald, has given some in-
formation about the project.

"I wonder El Pasoans are alive to
the fact that there will be tremen-
dous automobile traffic through this
city during the Coming summer," be-
gan Mr. Locke.

"I doubt many here realize that
the Borderland route to the Pacific
coast will be chosen by hundreds and
hundreds of westbound tourists. Jour-
neying to the two bis California fairs
by automobile.

California's Wmi'der-Ron-d.

"The wonderful system of concrete.
and macadam highways which Califor--
nia has constructed within the last
few years has been the talk of the
motorists throughout the United States
and all are anxious to tour that state
and see the fairs under the Ideal con
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Actual Size ch

" Non-Sk- id " FIRESTONE

Fig. 1. 7 plies of Sea-Islan- d fabric in Firestone
some are satisfied with 6.

"clincher' space.

Yet pay only $39.80 for
37x5 Firestone

NON-SKID-- be--
low

widely
adverbsed

makes.

that prevail. Very few will
ship their cars and travel by train for
the great majority will want to take
advantage of the scenic attractions of
the great southwest, which can be
better seen from an automobile than
from a train.

"There are many parties now being
formed in the east and middle west for
this excursion and certain touring
bureaus of the east estimate that up-
wards of 50,000 automobiles will make
the long trip vto the coast. The war in

has effective!; diverted f. lot
of traffic to this country and many
who have had the European habit will
now 'See America First.'

Will Return This Way.
"There are several routes to the

coast that will soon be constantly
sprinkled with Many will go
through Colorado, Utah and Nevada to
California, while others will go by Al-

buquerque, the Grand Canyon and
Needles to Los Angeles. The majority,
I believe, will come by the Borderland
route, through El Paso, Phoenix, Yuma
and on to San Diego. Few return
over the same route as they go west;
consequently EV Paso may expect many
thousands of machines from the west
next falL

"California has been making great
preparations for the motorists and they

next page.)
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Fig. 2. Extra coating of finest rubber between fabric layers
in Firestone not in the ordinary.

Fig. 3. j4 inch Pure Para Rubber cushion layer in Firestone
none in the ordinary.

Fig. 4. 2 inch Breaker Strip of fabric and high-grad- e

rubber in Firestone less in the ordinary.

Fig. S. inch Tread, tough, resilient, gripping in
less in the ordinary.

Fig. 6. Y inch side .wall of strongest rubber in Firestone
less in the ordinary. '
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Fig. 7. Firestone Bead, built into specially for clincher
rims in Firestone.

In the ordinary tire the clincher part of bead is only
a patch applied to straight side type to fill

you
this inch

the average of
four

ditions

Europe

Many

autos.

will

(Continued on
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Firestone
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rices
The Sections Show These Things
The Wear, the Mileage, Prove Them

Yet you pay only 40 cents more for this small Fire-
stone than the ordinary. And only a trifle more in
proportion for the larger sizes. Because the much
greater surface .of the big tires demand so much more
of this most expensive rubber and fabric.

And remember the little more you pay for the Fire-
stone Non-Ski- d gives you a lot more tread.. Ordinary
anti-ski- contain no extra rubber. You are asked to
pay more just for a pattern. No extra rubber, no real
skid protection, such as Firestones offer.

Take the word of the specialists of the industry
take the record of the Firestone Tires for 15 years
as your authority that these extras of quality are
necessary for real service and true economy.

Less material and lower grades are traps to make
sales on prices.

The Firestone organization, the largest in the world
specializing on tires, can make and market tires- - ana
tubes at a lower cost to you, the user, than any one
else in the industry.

The tires and pricey prove it beyond argument.
Firestone Tube Prices Give Added
Proof of Firestone Savings to You

Firestone is below them all on tubes. WHY?
A tube is good or bad to the eyeand thetouch.
Quality can and does vary.weight can be and
is skimped, but not so radically as in tires.
The buyer won't have it. Having to come
near meeting Firestone quality in tubes
others must go above Firestone in price.

Because, as stated, no one else manu-
factures and markets as economically as
Firestone or seriously pretends to,

But we are no more proud of giving you
the best tube below the others than we are
of giving you the best tire for so little more.

And the proof of appreciation among car owners
lies in the fact that their demand for Firegtc-ne- last
year established 50 per cent more dealers for us and
increased our output 78 per cent.

So compare the tires inside. Compare the
prices. Compare the service records among your
aquaintances then get Firestones feom your dealer
and enjoy

Most Miles per Dollar
TRI-STAT- E MOTOR CO.

Cor. Tcins and Kansas Sts., El Paso, Tex.
Distributors for

Firestone Tire ana Iliilibrr Company, Akron, Ohio
"America's I.nrgrst Exclusive

Tire and IUm Makers.'
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